If you are writing a monograph or dissertation, issuing a collected volume or a series and are interested in being published by the university’s press or its print service provider, contact us.

We can guide you on the path from manuscript to book, help you to design the cover and take care of printing and marketing.

Write to us at

tup@ub.uni-tuebingen.de

tlp@ub.uni-tuebingen.de

or visit our websites:

www.tuebingen-university-press.de

http://tlp.uni-tuebingen.de/
You have the choice of which service is right for you: the press, TUP, or the print service provider, TLP. They offer the following services:

**TUP.**
- Assessment: by the governing body and a review process
- Publishing services: guidance through the production process, cover layout, specimen proofreading, correcting the text, print coordination, marketing
- Typesetting: in Adobe InDesign or LaTeX
- Layout: Cover and inner book in the TLP corporate design

The flat rate fees payable by the author differ accordingly.

**TLP.**
- Assessment: by the editorial team
- Publishing services: guidance through the production process, cover layout, print coordination, marketing
- Typesetting: Author’s own responsibility
- Layout: Cover in the Corporate Design of the university, inner book at author’s discretion

Quality-control.
All titles – whether released in electronic or print form – from Tübingen University Press (TUP) are produced to a high quality. Works first of all undergo a review process, then the editorial team provides guidance and proofreading, before seeing that they are professionally designed and printed to a high specification.

Guidance.
Benefit from the support of our editorial team, who take on the coordination of printing and marketing and are there to advise you about every aspect of the publication process.

All works on TUP appear in TUP’s corporate design. Our graphics department works with you to design the cover and inner book.

Visible.
TUP is committed to an open access strategy – all works appear as online publications on the Tübingen publication system tobius-lib and are accessible worldwide.

Printed copies are assigned an ISBN and can therefore be obtained via book sellers and online. The editorial team creates the metadata for library and union catalogues and optimizes retrieval by search engines in the interests of the authors.

**Individual.**
Working with the university’s print service provider Tübingen Library Publishing (TLP) you can design the inner book of your work to suit your wishes. Our authors’ guide and our editorial team will help you to prepare a readable, print-ready document.

We assign an ISBN to every work – so your book can be obtained via book sellers and online. Working with you, our graphics department designs the cover to suit your wishes.

Good value.
We supply you with good quality, good value printed books by working with established print-on-demand providers.

The Tübingen Library Publishing offer is a University Library service; TLP and TUP are non-profit organizations.

Prompt.
Tübingen Library Publishing has short lead-times for the production of titles. So TLP is especially well-suited to conference transcripts and other works with fixed time-frames.

Tübingen Library Publishing is open to all members of the university.
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